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"Sulohuric acid, when highly concentrated, is possessed
of but little power of action on zinc, though when diluted
it dissolves it with the greatest rapidity. Assuming then
the truth of the principles advanced in my last paper,
namely, that the powers of the pile of Volta are primarily
excited by the oxydation of the zinc, it follows, that diluted
sulphuric acid, when made the medium of connection
between the pairs of plates, ought to produce much greater
effects than concentrated sulphuric acid. This I have
found is actually the case/'
He " found that an accumulation of galvanic influence,
exactly similar to the accumulation in the common pile,
may be produced by the arrangement of single metallic
plates, or arcs, with different strata of fluids/'
The beginning of the inquiries, which finally brought
Davy to the Royal Institution in London, was the second
event in 1800, as important for him as the invention of the
Voltaic pile. Indeed, it was more important. He made the
success of the Royal Institution, and so secured recognition
for the new sociological objects for which it was founded.
He became the chief voice of the movement of social
development based on the application of science to pro-
duction. His sociological significance exceeded the
scientific significance of his great discoveries.
The Royal Institution was founded in March, I799>
through the initiative of Count Rumford. The original
name of this remarkable man was Benjamin Thompson.
He was an American of British ancestry. In his youth he
was poor, and was apprenticed to a business. He soon left
business life, and became a teacher. In spite of his early
departure from commercial into academic life, he rapidly
became wealthy, as he married a rich widow when he had
become a teacher and was no longer a business man. He
enlisted in the American Army when the War of Indepen-
dence started, but he had Royalist sympathies and deserted
to the enemy, and fled in a British shio. He never saw his
wife again, and did not see his baby daughter until twenty
years later. His charming manner and ability secured him
promotion in the British service and he became Under-

